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Answer i.ll questions., Each question cafiies 1 mar*.
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cfiart are

. . 10. Write the average sample number oJ Si[gl6 sampling plan when the sample size

Answer any eight questions..Each quBlion.caries Z marks.

14. Distinguiah between slack vadables and surplus vEriables. .

15. ' \^/hal ls meant by.lransportalion problem?

16. Dafine feasible solution-
'i

17. tAkite the dual of the LPP:

j
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1E.

19

20..

21.

. '22.

23.

' 24.

25.

26.

sEcTroN - c

Answcr any six quBtions. Each question carries 4 marks:

27. Solve the following LPP using graphical method.

(8x2=16irlarhs)
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29. Prove that the dual of the dualis primal.

.30. . Describ€ two-phase method for solving an LPP.

31. Write the steps for solving an LPP using Big M method.

32. Compare consume/s risk and producers'risk. How do they influence.the
selection of confol limits?

33. Discuss the statistical irinciple ofa control Ghart..

34 . Discuss the applicatlons of statistical quality control techniques in industry.

I 10a7I
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36.

37.

38.

(5x4=24Marks)
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SECTION - D

Answer.ny two questions. Each question caries iS marks.

39. Solve by simplex method

Max Z:3x1+5x2 +4xs

Subjec* to

I 2x, +3x, <8
2*2 + 5\ <'10

. 3xt +.2x, + 44 < 15 and '

xr x2, \ >O

40. Describe assignment problem. Expl4n the Hungarlan method for solving the
assignmer( problem.

41. Explain North West comer method and Vogel's approxirJration method for finding
the initial fe2sible Solution of a transportation problem.

42. Construct control chart of mean and range for the following data and comment on
the state of control.

Subgroup123456
. x1 459 443 457 469. 443 444

. x2 449 440 444 4G3 457 456

x3 4fS 442,449. 453 445 456

x4 450 442 444 438 4y 457

7 I 9 10

445 446 141 132

449 455 452 463.

450 449 457 rt63

145 452 440 443

11 12 13

445 456 459

452 457 445

453 436 441

438 457 447

43, (a) Explain tle construclion of c chart and u chart.

(b) Following table pr6sents the number of nonconfomities observed in

. 20 sirccessive samples of 1@ printed circxiit boards. Draw a c cfiart for the
data and corment on the state of control.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 v 8 I 10

20 24 16 6 15 11 27 '24 31 24

Samde llumber ,11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 10' 18 13 22 1g 39 16 24 30

+i. Compare sirEle sampling and double sampling plans. Compute the probability of
. acceptance of a double sampling plan Mth acceptance numbers ct = 1 , cz = 3

and sample sizes ,r = 50 , ,2 = 100 wben the lot faction defeciive iS 0.05.

. l2x tS = SO Marks)
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SECTION -A

Answer all questions. Each question carries I mark.

1. Define the state space ofa Stochastic Process.

2. When do you say that a Stochastic Process is a continuous time process?

3. Find the probability generating function of a Binomial Random variable.

4. When do you say two states of a Markov Chain are communicative?

. 5. Define a Martov chain.

6. When is a transition probability matrix (TPM) said to be stochastic?

7. - Define a compound Poisson process.

8. Define a Branching process.

9. What is stationa,ity in Siachastic process?

10. What is inegular varialion in a time ieries dala?. (10 x l'= 10 arks)

,.t.o.

Max. Mar.ks : 80.



SECTION - B

Ans\der any elght questions. Eadr question canies 2 marks.

11. llXaod Yare independeht Poisson raniom variables with parameterE X, and p
respectiv6ry, then virhat is the distribution of X + y ?

12. Establish the expression to get the variance from a probability generating
function.

13. lt f (x,y)=fie-,g+vl,O<x,y<@, is th'e joint probability density function of xand
y, .find A and also find .the marginal pdfs of X and Y and 

. 
check their

independence.

14. Show that recunence is a class property.

15. When do you say a Markov Chain b irreducible?.

16. Define absorbing Markov Chain with an qxample.

t z. What is the.period of a particular state in a Markov Chain?

18. What are the properties of a TPM?

19, For an ineducible Markov Chain, if the stationary distribution exists, then it is
unique. Justify.

20. State the ergodic theoieri.

21. Distinguish between stricl sense and weak sense stationarity.

22. What are the usual Mathematical models used in time series analysis?

' 23. Define exponential smoothing in a time series data.

24. What is the signmcance of autoconelation in time series analysis?.

25. Define the first order auloregressive model.

26. Define the probability of extinction in a brandling proc€ss.

(8i2=16 arks)
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' SECTION - C

Answer any ah questions. Each question carieg 4 marks.

27. Give an example of a discrete stab branctting process.

28. Obtain the conditional densities from the,oin! pdf f (x,yl=3-x-y, O<x,y<1.
Also check the independence ofXand Y.

Find the Probability generating function (PGF) of a Geometric random variable.

For an integer valued r.v X with P(X = ,t) = p, and P(X < n) = gn so that

29.

30.

35.

36_

37.

,P, =g,,,lhen
i-0
PGF af X.

prove that 
fetx=n)"'=ffi,1"1.r,, 

where Gx(s) is the

31. Explain lhe vrrious classirications of Stochastic Process€s.

32. Distinguish between recurrent and transient states of a Markov Chain- '

33. A Markov chain E(r),f =0, 1,2,....) derinbd on the state space {1;2,3} has the
following TPM. Find the stationary dislribution of the chain.

o?
1o
211

1

5
'1,

2

0

u.
22

Show that for an ineducible Markov Chain, the stationary distribution, if exists, is
unique.

Discuss on lhe cromponents of a time series data.

Give lhe namei of different methods of measuring tend in time series analysis.

Show that for a Gaussian Stochastic process both weak and strong stationarity
are equivalent.

3S. Establish the Branching process recursion formula
generating function.

based on the probability

(6x4=24|$rrla)
l{ - l/Ol



SECTION - D

Answer any two questions. Eac-h question oanies {5 marks.

39. Let X,, X2,.... be a sequence of independer and idenlically distributed random
variables with common PGF as Gx(S). Let N be a random variable independent

N

, of the random veriables X,'E with PGF as G^, (s) and let IN = IX, . Then show
i=1

that the PGF of I1y is G7, (s) = Gr(Gr(s))- Also compute the mean of IN.

40. A Markov Chain delined with state space S = t1,2.,3,4,5t has the following
lransition probability matri,x P. Find (a).all closed dasEes, (b) ireducible classes,
(c) recuffent and (d) tEnsienl states.

42. Define Poisson prbcess. State the important postulates of lhe Poisson prooess. lf
the affival.process is Poisson, then what is the distribution of the inter anival

'12345
r\t0.3 0.4 0_4 0 0 ttt
| 0 0 0.3 0.4 0.41

P=l 0 0.3 0 0.3 0.41tt
l0 0 0 0.40.61
l0 0 0. 0.6 0.41L- - )

4't. How do you fil a lrend line by the method of least squares in.a time series
analysis? Also mention the merils and demerits of lhe method.

43. Let lzo = 1, Zt, Zz,...l be .a Branching pK,cess with family size y having a
Binomial(2, 1/4) distribution. Find the probability that the process Wll eventually
die out.

(waiting) times?

44. Explain Galton-Watson branching process. Lel 4 be the expecled number"of
offsprings in each generation in a Gallon-Watson branching proc6ss. Show that,
if I s 1, the gocess dies out with probabitity 0116.

12x t5 = 30 afl(s)
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SECTION - A

(a) measure of relalive changes

2.. mean of lasp€]tre's and Paaschels indices w€s

(a) Kelly (b) lMng Fisher

(c) . Drobish and Boivley (d) ,Walsh .

P.T.O;



3. lflhe hdex number is independent Of the units measunements,

(a) time reversaltest

(b) 'fector reversal test

(d) afl trle ribove

4. Trend in a time series means

6.
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7. For @nsumer price index, the price data should be collected ftorn :-.
8. The CSO is headed bY 

-

. 9. Given the, trend eq[ation y = 118.5 + 2.2X + 1.4 )C with origin 20OO the trend
equation vvith origin 2001 i

22. What are the merits and demerits of semi al,erage method?

3 - N - 1395



23. Hou/ can we obtain the statistica of qop yields?

24.

.25.

'26.

What is circular test?

Explain brief,y the concept of whole sale price iridex number.

Define moving average.

SECTION - C

(8x2=16 lf,ark3)

Answer any slx questions Each question cardes 4 marks'

27. What are the main func$ons of NSSO?

28. Whalare the types ol census enumeralion?

30. What do you mean by'Business cycle'? Explain'

31. What is method of ieast squares? What are normal equationB of a straight line?

. 33, Give two exampleis each to

(a) Seasonal variation



. SECTION - D-:

Ansrrer any two questiona. Each question canies 15 marks.

39. Describe the sleps involved in Ratio to moning ayerage method. of measuring
seasonal indices.

40. Explain faclor reversal test and time reversal test. Show that Fishers ldeal iridex

number satislies both these tests.

41. Explain the role of index.numbers in the socio-economical analysis. What are the
main factors to be.crired i,rrtrile construcling an index numb6r?

42. What you mean by Statistics of Labour and Ernpbyment. What are the methods
used for nalional income estimation?

. Year 2OO1 2002 2003 2004 '2006, 2006 ?007

Production 80 90 92 83 94 99 92

(a) Fit a straight line lrend to thesetgureS: .

(b) Ptot lhese figures on a graph and shor .the tend line.

N - 
'395

5



. (b) by chain base mejhod
. Yedr Price of Wheat Year Price otwheat

82'
84

88

90

2003 .78

70

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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-fulswer any elght questions. Eacr| guestion cadis 2 marks.

Whal is a Randomiz€d Block Design(RBD[ .

Give the 6tatiEfical model(mrodel only) for a Completely Randomized DBsign CRD
with one observation per call.'

SECTIO'{ - B

11.

t2.

13. What do you mean by localcontrol?

14. Explain the advantagG of LSD over RBD,

. 15. What b the impo.rtance oia Latin Square Design?

16. How cqn you c.rlculatg the sum oJ gquaEs tor analysis of variance of a LSD?

17. Write the expression for the efficiency of a Randomized Block Design over CRD.

18. Whal are faotorial experiments?

19. What are the effec{s.measured in factorial experiments?

20. What is the fundion of Sarnple Registsation Systemlof lndia? - .

21. Distinguish betweon curate (curtailed) expeclation and complete expestation.

22. Whbt are the methods of standadizanon of dala?

23. Name thrse methods of constructing an abridged life table

24: De-fne cenk l mortalily.rate.

25. Distinguish betyeen symmetric€l and asynmetical factorials.

26. Give the important rneasures of fertility.

SECTION - C
. Answer any 3ix questions. Each question canies 4 marks.

27. Discuss thetechnique of Analysis of ya{ian@ {br o[&way 
.cfassifrpation.

.- 28. bQiain the basic principles of experirrirtdtion.

2 l{-1393.
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31. !/vhat is confounding?

32. Write the set ot orstooonal contrasls for main effects and interactions ln a

35. Whatis the significance ofiMR in poputation studies?

36. Estab[sh the retation bctween the life table funCtlona. g*, the probability of dying

I within one year after attaining age x and m, , the probability

"h"+ 
t;*g. 

age is nol fno"rn U* ties oetvve6n x -to (x + '1) years(cqnfal

mortality rate):

sxplain in6 vates' method oi analysb for a 22-faq!9{al experiment'

biscuss tte various uses of vital statistiis for aabuntry'- '
-'::---'-
civen-thE age.retunrs for the turo ages x = 9 years an-d 1+ 

t =.lllvelI Yh Se
rir" [bl"-*Gr "" ls= 75824:, \a; 75fi2,,d]o = 418' r10= 4953195' Give the

complete life EUe fior the twq agEs 9 and 10 of the personi' 
.

":
ExDlain the GFR and the infiormatbn gastatEd by it How the information is

iri.r"a ov lge Specific Fertilitv Rate and by Total F"*'ry 
ffi, = ,o *"r*";
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